The outlook for golf balls is more serious than you may think. No new golf balls have been made since rubber became a critical material.

The only possible source of supply is reprocessed golf balls. From four to six weeks are required for reprocessing.

Your future supply is absolutely dependent on the used golf balls you collect for reprocessing. It is imperative that you get all the used golf balls your club members have and turn them in NOW!

The NEW METHOD of "U. S." reprocessing assures dependable grading and testing of each ball for its playing performance regardless of former selling price.

After testing and grading they are marked with the famous "U. S." brands—U. S. Royal, Three-Star U. S. Royal, U. S. Fairway and U. S. Nobby according to present playing value.

Get in touch with your nearest U. S. Golf Ball representative for complete information.
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